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Girl sees through objects
Aqua Regia once again scoops
the best science news out of
the petri dish and brings it to
you on cellulose glory.

coming up inside...

Delicious Nutritious BBQ

Smorgasboard of Goodies^
Photos from the SciSoc
BBQ! Can you find yourself
in here?

:: Letters from the editor read what
your fellow students are thinking!
:: Puzzles, crosswords and other
fun things - for the train ride home
:: Aqua trader

SciSoc? What’s this SciSoc
thing that you talk about?

SciSoc (the Science Society) is the
Faculty Society that represents all
undergraduate Science students at
the University of  Sydney. It en-
courages greater student participa-
tion in social activities and the
running of  the Faculty.

SciSoc is proudly supported by
APESMA.
http://www.apesma.asn.au/

:: cover story ::

TRIVIA
NIGHT

When: 11 May (Wednesday) at
a convenient 7pm

Cost: $10 which includes Pizza,
TWO drinks, fun and questions

Where: The Grandstand

How: Grab your tickets at the
BBQ or from sellers outside
Carslaw during lunchtimes from
Week 8 - either individually or in
tables of 10!

Why: Compulsory as part of
your Science degree

Russian scientists have been
unable to disprove a teenage
girl who claims she has x-ray
vision can see inside human
bodies.

Doctors at Saransk’s children
hospital carried out exhaustive
tests on 16-year-old Natalie
Demkina whose claims she has
x-ray vision has gripped the
Russian public.

But so far they have been
unable to come up with a logical
explanation for the vivid and
detailed accounts she gives of
what she sees when she looks
inside the human body.

But according to Russian daily
newspaper Izvestia, the
scientists have so far failed to
explain the vivid and detailed
accounts she gives of the inside
of bodies.

The teenager, from Saransk in
Mordovia, said she had been
upset that the doctors had not
believed her but was pleased

they had not claimed she was
lying.

She added: “I am worried now
that they might be hiding
something from me about why I
can see through objects. I don’t
know how it works, but I can
see through things.”

Her mother Tatiana
Vladimirovna added: “I knew
she was talented girl as she
started to talk when she was
only six months old and she
learned to read when she was
three years old.

“When she started to claim she
sees through things that
worried me. That’s why I
wanted her to undertake tests
in the local hospital.”
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editorial

> IMPORTANT SciSoc Email Addresses!> IMPORTANT SciSoc Email Addresses!> IMPORTANT SciSoc Email Addresses!> IMPORTANT SciSoc Email Addresses!> IMPORTANT SciSoc Email Addresses!

General Information: scisoc@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au
Aqua Regia: aqua@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au
Website Feedback: webmaster@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au
Interfaculty Sports: sports@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au
Second hand bookshop: bookshop@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au
First-year Officer: juliem@student.usyd.edu.au

aqua mail

Website: http://www.sci.soc.usyd.edu.au/

Or just fire any questions at the friendly helpers at the fortnightly
BBQ.

Your chance to rant

To our reader,

Write to us!
aqua@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au

Tomorrow is the protest against VSU
day. It’s your chance to tell the
federal government that their
unfounded ideals of a world without
anything that resembles a “Union”
is outrageous and will significantly
alter what it means to attend an
Australian University.

You’ve heard it all before - the
doomsday stories of Wentworth
being sold off, poker machines at
Manning, or, god forbid, the SRC
going bankrupt. In all seriousness,
the first two are unlikely of course,
but a Union opeating under VSU
would be significantly less able to
support societies like your favourite
Science Society.

A call to arms

Dear fellow colleagues in sci-
ence,

This is an open letter inviting
you to participate in interfaculty
sport. It is not selective; it is
open to anyone, in any year,
with any ability.

I write to you in slight despera-
tion, although there is still a
small chance, a chance to show
our honour, to show our com-
petitive side, a chance to dis-
prove the myth: "that the sci-
ence faculty has no passion". No
longer will the meds, vets,
engos and teachers look down
on us, with their latin derived
phrases and old skool buildings
(ok, maybe not the engos and
teachers but definitely the meds
and vets). No longer will we be
there to make up the numbers.

The competition has just
started. Other faculties will have
already dismissed us as worth-
less, impotent, no chance los-
ers.  But a new day is dawning,
a new page is turning, the
cliches could go on. But clichés
mean nothing if you dont do
anything about it. Lets show
them that we can and will win.
We have the numbers, all we
need is the passion.

So email the sports reps now:
sports@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au.
There are heaps of sports (see
next column).

Do something NOW, dont put it
off. once you've emailed the
sports coordinators, tell all your
science friends about it. the
more people who know, the
better our chances, the stronger
our pride and the greater our
passion.

Lu-Wee Koh
Science I

Ed: Come on guys, you can’t let
engineering students beat us
now can you?

Free Viagra

CLiC^ here for... oh wait that
was spam >.<

Send real stuff over >>>>>>>

UNLESS a large proportion of stu-
dents at the University voluntarily
become members of the Union. You
might now go and say, “Hold on,
what about that $300 I’ll have to
pay?” Although you’ll have a bit
more cash in your pocket, at the
end of the day, when you look back
at your degree, you’ll be missing a
large chunk of what Gavin Brown
calls the complete package of
education. In particular, as Science
who often spend a large proportion
of their day on campus, it is impera-
tive to support the activities and
service that we simply take for
granted as being there.

We hope you make the right deci-
sion. Cheers,

Enoch Lau & Julie Mok (27/4/2005)
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quotable quotes

[Science is] a great game. It is
inspiring and refreshing. The playing
field is the universe itself.

Isidor Isaac Rabi (1898-1988)
U. S. physicist. Nobel prize
1944.

[Science is] not belief, but the will to
find out.

Anon

Two days, one week and fifty
years ago a great man lay at his
death bed. His achievements
were to shake the physical world,
theories that revolutionise (and
cause significantly more
confusion for the poor physics
undergraduate) our way of
thinking on the universe.

His name was Einstein, forever
enshrouded in popular thinking
and a name that all of us know
about. It was a hundred years
ago that he published his most
famous papers on quantum
theory, Brownian motion and of
course special relativity. General
relativity was published another
year but that did not stop the
United Nations declaring 2005 as
the International Year of Physics.

Although Einstein married his
cousin, and was touted to not
understand women, for those of
us less social we can all look up
to him and say, ‘at least I can get
famous if I publish my paper in
non-linear chaos theory in
relation to thermodynamic
models (and maybe get the
chicks as well)’.

Yet nine days ago an
international event was
organised by Professor Max E.

Lippitsch, director of the
Austrian (not Australian)
physical society to celebrate his
life.

It was described as ‘a relay of
darkness and light, circling the
globe in one night, uniting all
countries under the banner of
physics’. Starting from Princeton
University, where Einstein spent
most of his latter life and the
place he was eventually to die, it
was to involve at least 33
countries and at least 20,000
people.

The aim of the event was not
political, if you visited the site at
http://www.wyp2005.at/
index.html it said ‘not to be used
for political purposes’ in bright
red letters, but considering the
esteemed author heard about it
from a friend who saw it on
Chinese national television we’ll
leave that one for you to decide.

Since news on the event has been
at most transitory, Professor
Lippitsch informed the author to
stay tuned to the site for further
news on the event after I emailed
him. I have my fingers crossed.

However, the aims of the event
was not lost, it was to provide

new awareness on this unique
year and to recognise the
achievements of this unique man.
Also, it was to make physicists
feel good about themselves. Take
the paper you’re reading this on,
it was printed using a printer
where some poor physicist had
to spend many nights twirling
with maths, so that he could state
the basic principles of
electrodynamics and probably
inkodynamics to make it happen.
A little recognition never hurt.

So sometime in the future when
we start buying quantum
computers or start complaining
that our clocks stuff up when we
go on intergalactic tourist flights,
we should spare a thought for the
man who made it possible and
the physicists carrying on the
tradition of learning about our
universe.

Visit our own PhysocÖ by going to
http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/
physoc/ or roam the corridors of the
physics building before you see the
PhysocÖ notice boards.

Ed: What’s that Ö  after the Physoc?
I can’t quite work it out...

Physics Enlightens World by
Matthew Chen

Will Physics enlighten your Science degree?
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Next issue... how YOU can help!

:: Articles: Feeling journalistic? Or just bored on the train,
and fiddling with your stylus on your PDA? Write an article,
and the best article submitted during the semester will re-
ceive a $25 prize. No strings attached.
:: Letters: Write to us. Make us feel less lonely.

aqua trader at your service...
African Lion. Needs a new home. Visit
the biochem labs.

REAL ADVERTISEMENTS

Aqua Regia Submissions. Send them
through to aqua@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au and
you will be in the running for a $25 at the
end of the semester.

Chinese Law Students Society. Trivia
Night on May 26 at Wentworth Bar. Just
$5, all invited. Email clss@student
.usyd.edu.au for more information.

SciSoc. Trivia Night on May 26 at the
Grandstand. Just $10, all invited. Email
scisoc@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au for more
information, or read page 1!!

aqua@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au

{{GFDL}}

Crossword #3 1 Across:
JULIEWROTEIT. For the other
answers, email us :P

Hi Everyone,

If you don’t know me, I’m Susanna
(or Soz to most people) and yes, its
already week 7, it never ceases to
amaze me how time flies when you’re
at
uni- (cos you’re having so much fun
and all!) Unfortunately there’s no
desperately needed mid sem break-
we had that in week 3 remember, BUT
don’t worry there’s plenty of things at
uni to keep you going for another
7 weeks.

I hope all you SciSocers have enjoyed
a lot of what SciSoc has had to offer
so far, apart from our lovely fort-
nightly BBQ’s and interfaculty sports
(Netball, we JUST missed out on
making the semi’s, and the funny

weather
has forced Cricket to be postponed
until next semester- so keep those
whites clean for another few months
guys!- Napisan will do just fine ; ).
We’ve also been spinning out this
Newsletter for your interest.

BUT the biggest event this semester
is our TRIVIA NIGHT
For all you smart folk, or if you’re like
me- not a hub of random knowledge
– it’s a GREAT night at uni, if you
think trivia isn’t for you, YOU’RE
wrong!!!
I’ve been to SciSoc trivia since first
year and each time I manage to get
some questions right, but more
importantly I get to meet other
SciSoc
members, have a laugh, sing a couple
of tunes and even witness some
amazing skills….. If you want, you can
organise a table of up to 10, but
you’re more than welcome to just by
a ticket and meet other rockin
SciSocers… There are great prizes as
well- just to top off the night.
So its only $10 this gets you Pizza +
2 Drinks (beer/ softdrink) + heaps of
Fun
Wednesday May 11th 7pm start, At
the Grandstand.
Be there, kick back and relax after uni
.. or be square/ stuck at home
watching Home and Away….I know
where I’ll be (starts with T!).

You may have also noticed us adver-
tising a ‘Science Colloquium’- That
was
actually on last Saturday 23rd , apart
from discovering what a
‘colloquium’ actually was,  ‘The Future
of Science’ was the main topic of
the day. A diverse range of speakers
including Professor David Day (Dean
of Science), Professor John Hearn
(Deputy vice chancellor) Dr Karl
Kruzelnicki (Faculty of Physics), Dr
Jurgen Schulte (Australia Pacific
Nanotechnology Forum), Dr Stefan

Soz says Hi

Williams (Australian Centre of Field
Robotics) Dr Calum Drummond (Chief
Research Scientist, CSIRO), Mr Tim
Longhurst (The Futures Foundation)
presented their views on how Science
has benefits for today and how we, as
young scientists can benefit the
future. All speakers were really
insightful and inspiring to say the
least. Their vision for the future stems
heavily from their passion for
science, the need for discovery and
also a desire to improve and maintain
quality of life.

It was interesting to listen to how
these people have developed their
career in science, as a third year
student, I am nearing the end of my
degree and I am continually asking
myself – what can I do with Science?
Does it mean I will be involved in
research for the rest of my life?
Attending the colloquium definitely
forced me to think about WHY I chose
to study science in the first place
(mainly for interest’s sake) but it
also told me that these people fol-
lowed their passions so the effort and
enthusiasm they had drove them to
success. So SciSocers the lesson here
is
to do what you love, and (hopefully)
with a little hard work and enthusiasm
we can all make our mark in the
wonderful world that is science.  As
Dr
Karl said, if you try, you might fail,
but if you don’t try you’ve already
failed.

Another important event is the Anti
VSU rally on Thursday 28th April, we
are assembling on the Front Lawns at
12pm, and expressing our views on
VSU. So if you support clubs and
societies such as SciSoc, bring your
T-Shirts, wear ‘em with pride and
listen to speakers, music and have a
free BBQ!

So I leave you to enjoy the rest of the
week and remember, there is no time
like the present to get involved with
your Science Society,

Until next time,
Soz
President 2005.

Did you know?

Those who read Aqua Regia, on
average, earn 10% higher than
those who don’t when they
leave university? Those who
make Aqua on the other hand...


